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Towards the Spatial 
 

Music, Art, and the AudioVisual Environment 

 
The static architecture of the Egyptian  pyramids 

has been superseded— 

our architecture revolves, swims, flies. 

(El Lissitzky)1
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Film made giant leaps towards intermedial audiovisuality during the twentieth 

century by enabling images to become temporally and aurally active. But while 

experiments such as Norman McLaren’s “animated sound” and the “digital har- 

mony” of the Californian Visual Music artists moved towards single-authored 

audiovisuality, the results were usually projected onto a single screen.2 By con- 

trast, early video work was often installed as part of a three-dimensional envi- 

ronment in which live performers interacted with numerous screens, multiple 

speakers, and members of the audience. These multidimensional environments 

situated video’s period of “constitution” (André Gaudreault and Philippe Marion) 

not only within an audiovisual lineage, but also within a spatial one.3
 

In the decades before video technology became available, the presentation of 

artwork and music became an increasingly important component of the creative 

process, a spatial interest that called into question conventional concert and art 

venue decorum. Creative attention slowly shifted from object to environment— 

from artefact to presentation—renegotiating the relationship between crea-  tor, 

receiver, and context. As a result, the space of reception—of listening and 

viewing—became a material entity, an ethereal, creative substance that lay at the 

heart of early video work. By the time Nam June Paik shot his first video in 1965, 

artists and writers had already begun to experiment with the idea that art was not 

a fixed object that demanded a single interpretation, but rather was something 

that encouraged a continually shifting engagement between itself, other objects, 

and the subjective recipient. As an integral member of the Fluxus alliance, Paik’s 

earliest experiments stemmed directly from the group’s aesthetic, with its empha- 

sis on the blurring of art and life, humorous anti-art gesture, and impermanent 
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events and situations. In 1964, George Maciunas explained that “Fluxus is defi- 

nitely against art-object as non-functional commodity—to be sold and to make 

[a] livelihood for an artist. It could temporarily have the pedagogical function of 

teaching people the needlessness of art including the eventual needlessness of 

itself. It should not therefore be permanent.”4 As we have seen, the ability of the 

portable camera to record and process live sounds and images in real time enabled 

artist-composers to manipulate their environment in order to create an imperma- 

nent, performative and audiovisual space. This space became a fundamental com- 

positional tool for early video artist-composers in their search for intermediality. 

Chrissie Iles has separated the spatial evolution of video into three phrases: “The 

first phase can broadly be termed the phenomenological, performative phase; the 

second, the sculptural phase; and the third, current phase, the cinematic.”5 Although 

these distinctions are useful, it is difficult to dislocate the performative from the 

sculptural during video’s “integrating birth” (Spielmann), as many pieces, such 

as Paik’s TV Cello (1971), operated as both transient performance and sculptural 

object.6 Similarly, the spatial implications of phenomenological, sculptural artwork 

remain a common point of discussion for contemporary video artist-composers 

whose work also encompasses the “cinematic.” When discussing his recent work, 

for instance, Bill Viola frequently speaks of the dynamic spatial forces at play 

between sound, image, and visitor. Using the Duomo in Florence as an example, 

he describes how sound, with its ability to travel “around corners, through walls, 

or totally immerse, even penetrate the observer,” can physically sculpt a space by 

creating a sense of “aural architecture.”7 As we saw in chapter 2, understanding 

space in acoustical terms was vital for Viola’s belief that “all the senses [are] uni- 

fied,” a cohesion that enables “field perception,” or “the awareness or sensing of an 

entire space at once.”8 As with Paik’s performative video sculptures, Viola’s notion 

of “field perception” moves the emphasis of video work from its materiality to the 

expanded space of its presentation; from object to interactive process. 

The interest of video artist-composers in spatialising their work has encour- 

aged historians to place the genre within a sculptural, installational lineage. This 

has resulted in the popular designation “video installation art,” a tripartite label 

balanced in the middle by a spatial designation. In their book on installation art, 

for instance, Nicholas de Oliveira, Nicola Oxley, and Michael Petry identify four 

categories of the spatial genre: Site, Media, Museum, and Architecture.9 While 

they acknowledge that the categories have “no ultimate authority” and that any 

one artist can be (and often is) involved with more than one group, it is neverthe- 

less important that “media” use, including video, is significant enough to warrant 

a section to itself. Similarly, in an article in Sculpture, Nancy Princenthal identifies 

four different substrands of installation art: “theatricality, a claustrophobic sense 

of intimacy, the use of advanced media technologies, and obsessive composite 

pieces (accumulations).”10 Although three of her groups differ from the categories 

identified above, as they are more sensory, video still features prominently. 
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However, while video works are included in some current commentaries on 

installation art, they are not always analysed in any great depth. But what has 

caused this omission? One possible answer lies in the numerous combinations 

of disciplines and styles enabled by the merging of installation with video, as 

we shall see below. But another is video’s inclusion of sound. While the etymo- 

logical triad “video installation art” reflects the genre’s eclecticism, it neverthe- 

less omits any musical association in favour of three visual connections: “video” 

(meaning “I see” despite the form’s physical basis in audio technology), “instal- 

lation” (a term employed primarily to indicate a sculptural form of visual art), 

and “art” itself. But, as we know, video work is able to command several levels 

of audio engagement: first, it is aural in makeup and demands an audiovisual 

command by its user; second, when displayed, it becomes intermedial, requir- 

ing no postproduction conjoining; and third, when installed, it encourages an 

audio response by artist, performer, and audience, who can all be thoroughly 

immersed in the piece. And yet these aspects are commonly forgotten. Here, I 

argue that video’s audio qualities offer another form of spatiality not inherent 

in the term “installation”; and to ignore this audio element results in an impov- 

erished understanding of early video work. Like the paradox of the chicken and 

the egg, it is problematic to determine whether the progression towards video 

intermediality led to expanded notions of performance space; or whether inter- 

medial video was created in response to the ongoing spatial experimentation 

that characterised visual and musical creativity during the early twentieth cen- 

tury. What is clear is that the two forms of experimentation were symbiotically 

intertwined. 

As an experiential arena in which individuals and communities interact, a phys- 

ical site, a virtual place in film and media, and a theoretical ideal, “space,” assumed 

a key role in modernist culture. In 1974, a decade into video art-music’s period 

of “constitution,” Henri Lefèbvre noticed that “the word ‘space’,” which until the 

years immediately preceding his writing, “had a strictly geometrical meaning,” 

was experiencing an ideological and cultural shift in significance.11 Architects were 

among the first to engage with the rethinking of space. Although the discussion 

can be traced as far back as architect Gottfried Semper in the nineteenth century, 

the concept of artistic spatiality began to take centre stage during the first decades 

of the twentieth. As part of his vision for the Bauhaus in 1919, Walter Gropius, 

founder and director of the first school in Weimar, called for a harmony between 

architectural function and design in order to achieve a new Gesamtkunstwerk; a 

refreshed articulation of space in which all disciplines could fuse in a synthesis of 

art and technology. This “architectonic spirit” took the form of cuboid design and 

a preference for the “dematerialising quality” of glass, which created “the impres- 

sion that the structures were floating over the site”: the result, explained theo- 

rist Siegfried Giedion, was an “unprecedented many-sidedness” that repositioned 

interest onto the spatial reconfiguration that the building created, rather than on 

its structural or material qualities.12 
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In 1929, Gropius’s colleague László Moholy-Nagy produced Von Material zu 

Architektur (The New Vision: From Material to Architecture), in which he proposed 

a form of design that considered space itself to be a dynamic material. Moholy- 

Nagy suggested that the real medium specificity of modernist architecture was 

not the building materials, but rather the space that they shaped; according to 

his approach, the structure was a shell that designated only the boundary of the 

architecturally shaped environment: “Building material is an auxiliary, just so far 

can it be used as medium of space-creating relations. The principle means of cre- 

ation is the space itself.”13 For him, the early twentieth-century city demanded 

an understanding of space predicated on simultaneity, an idea reminiscent of the 

cubist belief that an image should not attempt to represent a single instant, but 

rather should embody multiple experiences, times, and viewpoints. This, stated 

Moholy-Nagy, would allow the architect to emphasise “relation, instead of mass.”14 

In his theoretical text Space, Time and Architecture: The Growth of a New Tradition 

(1941), Giedion used Moholy-Nagy’s ideas to formulate an architectural history 

that repositioned attention from material structure to spatial inflection: 

 
The essence of space as it is conceived today is its many-sidedness, the 

infinite potentiality for relations within it. Exhaustive description of an 

area from one point of reference is, accordingly, impossible; its character 

changes with the point from which it is  viewed.15
 

 
Moholy-Nagy’s concept of space informed his other diverse endeavours: the 

“theatre of totality,” for instance, provided a performance arena in which all ele- 

ments—sound, lighting, stage design, actors, and the spoken word—were placed 

on an equal footing. Within this theatre, the audience were not allowed to be “silent 

spectators” but were encouraged “to fuse with the action on the stage.”16 Like the 

“dematerialising” use of glass, Moholy-Nagy’s mixed media pieces served to blur 

the porous distinctions between private and public spaces by placing in   the 

foreground the “relation” between elements. This relational interest helped     to 

dissolve the separation between art forms promoted by Gotthold Lessing and others 

by taking emphasis away from the object and placing it instead on the  space in 

which it resides. With this refreshed spatial awareness in mind, several artists 

moved from the Bauhaus to join the mélange of artists, musicians, writ-  ers, 

playwrights, poets, and dancers who gathered at the Black Mountain College, North 

Carolina from the ’30s to the late ’50s. After his move, artist Josef Albers explained 

that “art is concerned with the HOW and not the WHAT; not with lit- eral content, 

but with the performance of the factual content. The performance— how it is 

done—that is the content of  art.”17
 

In my introduction, I suggest that one of video art-music’s biggest innovations 

was the physical and audible shattering of the gallery space that it encouraged. But 

it was not as simple as this: just as video’s audiovisuality can be traced back cen- 

turies, so too can the engagement of art and music with its environment and the 
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activation of its spectators and listeners. Like intermediality, then, the creative 

engagement with performance space was not a phenomenon born with the video 

medium. Rather, the new technology represented the peak of a spatial expansion 

that had been gathering pace throughout the twentieth century, an expansion 

clearly articulated in architectural theory and practice. 

 
 

Sonic Spaces 

The spatialisation of sound can be understood in various ways: the environment 

in which music is performed; where the players are positioned; and how the audi- 

ence is placed. With the developments in surround sound and stereophony, the 

spatiality of live music, home sound systems and the cinematic experience has 

become commonplace, while personal music devices and locative media enable a 

continual acoustical re-mooding of a listener’s environment. But the spatialisa- 

tion of sound is nothing new. Many early medieval churches, for instance, pro- 

vided the perfect physical layout for the antiphonal textures of liturgical music, 

and the dialogue between choir and congregation in responsorial psalm settings. 

On occasion, architecture and compositional practice entered into a symbiotic 

dialogue, a reciprocal influence that determined the Venetian polychoral style 

of Adrian Willaert and Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli during the sixteenth cen- 

tury. It is believed that their cori spezzati (separated choirs) method of composing 

developed in direct response to the specific acoustical resonance of the San Marco 

di Venezia, a large space that physically split the choir into different groups: writ- 

ing for successive antiphonal sections rather than a tutti continuum resolved the 

performance difficulties of having singers situated in organ lofts separated by a 

large, reverberating space (this evolutionary symbiosis has been contended by 

Iain Fenlon, who argues that the cori spezzati style existed before Willaert brought 

it to San Marco, and that evidence—such as Canaletto’s sketch of the church 

(1766)—suggests that the choirs were in fact situated in the same space).18 In 

a recent project, Deborah Howard and Laura Moretti explored the relationship 

between sacred music and architectural form in Renaissance Italy, hypothesising 

that not only did preexistent spaces influence compositional form as suggested 

above, but new building styles were created with acoustical ambience in mind.19 

To support their theory, the authors use circumstantial evidence to suggest that, 

during the 1590s, architect Jacopo Sansovino designed changes to the chancel 

of San Marco in order to better enhance the multidirectional presentation of 

Willaert’s double-choir psalm settings, while it appears that the building of the 

Ospedale degli Incurabili, also in Venice (destroyed in the nineteenth century), was 

planned with its acoustical abilities firmly in mind. 

Although similar instances of reciprocal influence were rare until the twen- 

tieth century, many other techniques of spatialising sound can be evidenced 

throughout music history. Awareness of the sonic peculiarities of performance 
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spaces by composers is continually evident in terms of instrumentation, the use 

of pauses to prevent reverberant tone clusters, and so on. But more formal tech- 

niques of spatialisation can be found in specific pieces intended for preexistent, 

traditional concert halls. Stereo effects resound in many orchestral works, from 

the battle between two timpanists positioned on either side of the orchestra in the 

Allegro Finale of Nielsen’s Fourth Symphony (“The Inextinguishable”, 1916), or 

the bouts of antiphonal exchange between the two identically sized ensembles that 

drive Michael Tippett’s Concerto for Double String Orchestra (1938–1939). Other 

works require performers physically to move as the piece unfolds. During the final 

Adagio of Haydn’s Symphony No. 45 (the “Farewell”, 1772), the musicians perform 

a final solo before leaving the stage one by one. The visual gesture is supported 

by a decreasing textural density until only the first-chair violins remain onstage 

to utter the final pianissimo passage. As we saw in the previous chapter, hiding 

the source of a sound can also draw attention to the physical staging and acoustic 

spatialisation of a piece, and there are numerous examples of musical acousmêtre 

that range from the offstage trumpet and horn calls heard in the fifth and final 

movement of Mahler’s Symphony No. 2 (“Resurrection,” 1888–1894), the unseen 

women’s chorus that close Holst’s orchestral suite, The Planets (1914–1916), and 

the chilling offstage boys choir in Britten’s War Requiem (1961–1962). 

As the twentieth century progressed, musico-spatial gestures became more 

pronounced. Berio’s Circles (1960) includes detailed stage directions for the per- 

formers, including “frantic gyrations” from the two percussionists and a “half cir- 

cle” rotation from the singer in order that she is “absorbed into the ensemble.”20 

Berio’s spatial directions are not, however, “simply surface gesture”: Robert 

Adlington identifies how the visual absorption of the singer is accompanied by 

a corresponding musical unification between voice and instruments, thus “visu- 

ally articulate[ing] the musical relationship between the participants.”21 A simi- 

lar relationship between space and musical structure can be found in Boulez’s 

Domaines (1968), in which a solo clarinettist is free to wander between the six 

small ensembles surrounding her. As she enters into the physical “domain” of a 

group, a musical interaction is initiated, a mobile form of communication that 

creates a spatial and changeable soundscape that can be followed both visually 

and aurally. Domaines requires an articulation of spatial dynamics for its success- 

ful realisation, as the nature of the musical journey is determined by the physical 

movements of the clarinettist. 

Referring to the work of composers such as Mauricio Kagel, Peter Maxwell 

Davies, John Cage, Berio, Stockhausen, and Cornelius Cardew, Eric Salzman speaks 

of newly emerging “experimental forms of interaction between the concert stage 

and theatre”; “musico-theatrical performance works that clearly did not belong in 

the opera house, the Broadway theatre or the traditional concert stage.”22 Despite 

the focus on staging, however, works by these composers are still (most often) 

intended for performance in traditional venues, as Chris Salter points out: these 

“theatrical works were small-scale, chamber-based events that, while pushing the 
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theatrical envelope, were still situated in a concert setting.”23 While the audience 

receives a refreshed spatial experience, the standard transaction between per- 

former and audience is still negotiated across a bifurcated performance space, a 

modus operandi that has been stable since the nineteenth century. Barry Blesser 

and Linda-Ruth Salter identify in the conventional music concert a “performing 

space and a listening space,” two areas that remain physically separated from each 

other, even when an audience is encouraged into conversation in certain liturgical 

settings.24 A similar spatial distinction is visible throughout the history of drama: 

Greek theatre had a “special place” for its performers, for instance, while medieval 

theatre troops would perform from their wagons to audiences in the street; this 

divided space can also be found in classical Eastern theatre. 

In his investigation into the ways in which people interact within the bifur- 

cated performance space of drama, Richard Schechner identifies three “primary 

transactions” that comprise the traditional theatrical event and, by extension, 

the music recital: the relationships between performers; between performers and 

members of the audience; and between individual members of the audience.25 

While all those involved in theatrical and musical performance must engage in at 

least one of these transactions, Schechner points out that the weighting of each 

relationship differs between cultures, ideologies, and eras; and these changing 

emphases have affected the spaces in which these events take place. The relation- 

ship between performers is perhaps the easiest to identify as it is played out on 

every stage, from the interactions between conductor and orchestra to the intri- 

cate manoeuvres of Boulez’s clarinettist in Domaines. 

Charting the other transactions is more complicated. R. Murray Schafer has 

contrasted the methods of musical consumption in Europe and North America 

with that of other cultures, noting that in many languages there is no distinction 

between the words “music” and “sound.” This, he argues, encourages communal 

spaces for music making, in which the processes of performing and listening can 

be interchangeable: as we saw in chapter 1, closing the conceptual and creative 

gap between “music” and “sound” in early video work encouraged a similar  merg- 

ing of art and life. Compared to this, the rigid physical distinction between player 

and receiver in Western art music results, according to Schafer, in a music sepa- 

rated from everyday, interactive life: 

 
Music has become an activity which requires silence for its proper presen- 

tation—containers of silence called music rooms. . . . In fact it would be 

possible to write the entire history of European music in terms of walls, 

showing not only how the varying resonances of its performance spaces 

have affected its harmonies, tempi and timbres, but also to show how its 

social character evolved once it was set apart from everyday life.26 

 
Although it is true that the performance spaces of Western art music have had a 

significant impact on musical style, Schafer’s understanding of music as sounds 
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that are “set apart from everyday life” is not quite accurate: in fact, before the 

nineteenth century, music spaces formed an integral part of everyday life; and 

they were rarely “silent.” 

Although requiring “special places” for performers and listeners, the perfor- 

mance of sacred and secular music in Europe before the nineteenth century was 

not guaranteed the level of attention common to the modern audience. In her 

study of the reception of the cantata in Leipzig church services at the turn of the 

eighteenth century, Tanya Kevorkian hypothesises a “Baroque performance and 

reception aesthetic, which involved a layering of visual, aural and social experi- 

ences,” noting that even Bach’s music frequently failed to command the attention 

of a Leipzig audience preoccupied with complex social manoeuvring.27 According 

to her study, congregants “made use of nearly every element of the liturgy, or 

seating arrangements, and of a range of behaviours to articulate their social sta- 

tus” and that, during the cantata performance, there was a certain level of noise 

from the stalls as people came and went, or chatted to their neighbours.28 Here, 

there was very little separation between music performance and everyday life, 

although the lack of interaction between audience and performers prevented a 

truly “communal” space for music making. 

The same was often true for secular music. Christopher Small draws our atten- 

tion to a painting by Canaletto, London: Interior of the Rotunda in Ranelagh (1754) 

that depicts an orchestral performance held in Ranelagh Gardens, Chelsea. As 

the orchestra, seated on a platform to one side of the imposing, three-storey cir- 

cular “music room,” plays, the audience can be seen strolling around the space, 

deep in conversation: “It appears that the building has not caused socializing and 

enjoying music to be divided into two separate activities as does a modern concert 

hall. . . . Most of those present seem, at least to our eyes, to be treating the perfor- 

mance as background to their other social activities.”29
 

Similar strategies of engagement are described by James Johnson in Listening 

in Paris, a reception history that charts the evolution of French concert life from 

the ancien régime to its modern form. Through the music of Gluck, Haydn, 

Rossini, and Beethoven, Johnson identifies a gradual change in audience behav- 

iour from the loud, rowdy listeners of eighteenth-century opera to the atten- tive 

public of today: the transformation in musical experience from social event to a 

“new attentiveness” that begun to emerge during the 1770s.30 Johnson describes 

the eighteenth-century audience of the Paris Opéra as a “busy, preoc- cupied 

public, at times loud and at others merely sociable, but seldom deeply 

attentive.”31 For the opera-goer in 1750, he continues, it was “unfashionable” to 

arrive on time: 

 
In the Old Regime, attending the opera was more social event than 

aesthetic encounter. In fact, eighteenth-century audiences considered 

music little more than an agreeable ornament to a magnificent spectacle, 

in which they themselves played the principle part.32
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Although not as symbiotic an evolution as the acoustical architecture of the cori 

spezzati tradition, seventeenth- and eighteenth-century architectural design 

responded to the demands of the sociable visitor. For two and a half centuries, 

the Italian Baroque ring-balcony auditorium style remained the popular model for 

theatrical and operatic spaces, a design that gave preference to the ample viewing 

of fellow spectators over a clear prospect of the stage, which, in some cases, could 

be glimpsed only after a certain amount of bodily contortion. The longevity of 

this architectural aesthetic is demonstrated by one architect writing in 1760, who 

explained that “One has to stand to see the stage in all our theaters. It’s as if they 

placed the partitions there intentionally to obstruct one’s view of the stage.”33
 

However, by the 1770s, things had begun to change and there emerged a new 

aesthetic sensibility that resembled “genuine attentiveness.”34 Johnson observes 

how the “notables of the Old Regime” began to seek higher boxes, which not only 

provided a better acoustic, but also made the occupier less visible to the rest of 

the auditorium:35
 

 
By the 1770s there was growing interest in the artistic element of the 

spectacle. More and more, spectators were favouring the seats that faced 

the stage over those along the sides of the hall. . . . The artistic consid- 

erations of sight lines and sound were a growing preoccupation among 

spectators in the closing decades of the century.36
 

 
Moving away from the communal, social consumption of music towards a more 

individual, private reception prompted a change in architectural design. The mod- 

ern concert hall, which evolved during the nineteenth  century,  demonstrates  what 

Small describes as a gradual “mythologisation” of performance space that operates 

in the way more akin to that identified by Shafer  above. 

Breaking from the ring-balcony auditorium design, the Bayreuth Festspielhaus 

(opened 1876) represents what Michael Barron has described as a “great break in 

theatre design.”37 After finding Bayreuth’s existing Markgräfliches Opernhaus inad- 

equate for his vision of a total work of art, Wagner embarked on a building project 

that would create a space designed for the exclusive production of his own works. 

His Festspielhaus, appropriated from Semper’s unrealised plans for an opera house 

in Munich, made several important innovations: the traditional horseshoe shape 

was replaced by steeply raked rows of seating facing the stage; the orchestra was 

placed under the stage and hidden from sight by a hood; and a double prosce- 

nium framed the performance area in order to create a greater illusion of depth 

(fig. 3.1). While these changes were determined in part by physical concerns (the 

acoustical balance between instrumentalists and singers was improved by placing 

the orchestra under the stage), they also responded to, and encouraged, new audi- 

ence behaviour (the raked seating and absence of boxes helped to eliminate social 

distinctions, for instance). When the house lights were dimmed during a perfor- 

mance, these innovations induced what Wagner described as a “mystic gulf,” or 
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Figure 3.1 Wagner, Festspielhaus, Bayreuth (1875). 
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“mystic chasm” between audience and stage, a “floating atmosphere of distance” 

between the spaces: “[t]he scene is removed as it were to the unapproachable 

world of dreams.”38 

Barron points out that, although Wagner’s Festspielhaus was very influential to 

theatre style, its impact is less obviously visible in subsequent opera house con- 

struction.39 But despite Wagner’s theatre proving a one-off in terms of specific 

design, many of his ideas—placing focus on the stage and discouraging audience 

interaction—have informed the modern, purpose-built concert venue. The con- 

cert hall, Small claims, has become a highly sectionalised place that keeps aural or 

visual connection with the outside world to a minimum, a “neutral” space that pre- 

vents anything that may distract from the music. To help prevent the merging of 

inside and outside spaces, visitors must first traverse a foyer, a “transitional space 

through which we pass in the progression from the outer everyday world to the 

inner world of the performance.”40 Once inside, the listener, immobile and hushed, 

is physically separated from the performance, a segregation that re-enforces the 

timelessness of the proceedings to produce a ritual feeling rather like Wagner’s 

“mystic gulf” (Small goes so far as to compare concerts to a Catholic Mass in 

“Performance as Ritual”).41 Expected to sit in silence in a space removed from that 

of the performers, such a venue seems at first to negate two of Schechner’s three 

“primary transactions”: the modern auditorium’s design, Small argues, not only 

“discourages communication among members of the audience,” it is also planned 

“on the assumption that a musical performance is a system of one-way communi- 

cation, from composer to listener through the medium of the performers.”42 

However, it is important to note that  the  rigid  sectionalisation  identi- fied 

by Small does, in practice, rarely occur in any form of music performance. 

Physically, performer and audience may be kept apart: but in terms of immersion 
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and emotion, this is not the case. Schechner insists that the root of theatre 

lies in the “exchange of stimuli” rather than in the difference between passive 

and active.43 Such an exchange is immediately obvious in popular music per- 

formance, where an audience is free to sing along, talk, move about, and even 

interact with the musicians: it is also visible in some art music concerts, such as 

the Last Night of the Proms at the Royal Albert Hall, London. Yet sound’s abil- 

ity to go “around corners, through walls, or totally immerse, even penetrate the 

observer” (Viola) reduces the spatial “chasm” of the concert hall to ensure that 

performers and audience are always connected. Picking up on this point, Michel 

Chion has pointed out the fragility of separate “performing” and “listening” 

spaces in film. Despite the use of framing and perspective to take the eye away 

from the diegetic border in mainstream cinema, an audience can always see the 

edge of the screen. Sound, on the other hand, experiences no such edge as there 

is no “auditory container”; instead, sound is free to move into the space of the 

audience, to immerse them entirely, an ability praised by Viola above (3D cinema 

performs the same function by enabling the image to leap from the screen and 

press into the viewer’s space).44
 

The immersive qualities of sound draw together the bifurcated “special spaces” 

of the concert hall. After his primary transactions, Schechner suggests four sec- 

ondary connections, the last of which lies between “the total production and the 

space in which it takes place.”45 For many, this last transaction is the most impor- 

tant: Polish director Tadeusz Kantor, for instance, has described space as the “ur- 

matter” of theatre, alive and independent of the artist: “Space is not a passive 

receptacle in which objects and forms are posited” he claims; “SPACE itself is an 

OBJECT [of creation], And the main one!”46 In a way reminiscent of Moholy-Nagy, 

Kantor points out that the apparently neutral area between creator and receiver 

is in fact always active. 

 
 

Music and Space 

While the sounds produced from the stage can immerse an audience seated in 

a traditional concert hall, however, listeners are rarely allowed to enter into an 

audible dialogue with the music. Blesser and Salter believe that this entrenched 

way of experiencing music has encouraged a relationship between place and 

compositional style that is not as fluid as the music-architecture symbiosis that 

informed the Venetian Polychoral School. According to the authors, the nature of 

the “mythologised” concert hall has had a direct impact on the stylistic trajecto- 

ries taken by more recent composers: 

 
The two-way relationship between music and space is actually a pair of 

one-way relationships. Just as the designs of modern spaces are con- 

strained by the need to host the historical musical repertoire, which is 
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taken as an inflexible requirement, so composers write their music for 

immutable spaces that already exist, perhaps having been built a century 

earlier.... Most often, however, composers assume a fixed aural architec- 

ture . . . because music and its spaces are rarely created at the same time, 

the two-way relationship between music and its spaces seldom exists in 

practice.47 

 
But while the nineteenth century saw a move towards a more engaged listen- 

ing practice and an accompanying “mythologisation” of the performing space, 

the twentieth saw a move towards less sanctified listening strategies. Although 

examples of an interactive, equal “two-way relationship” between performer and 

audience are rare in the Western art music tradition, challenges to the “immu- 

table spaces that already exist” began to emerge during the second half of the 

twentieth century. This happened in several ways. On the one hand, composers 

experimented with locating performers within the place of reception in order 

physically to mix up the segregated space of the concert hall. For Terretektorh 

(1966), for instance, Xenakis scattered his orchestra through the audience mem- 

bers, who were seated in a circle around the conductor. For the first three minutes, 

the audience were engulfed by a single note, an E that rolled around the orchestra 

providing each listener with a unique auditory point of view, as the composer 

explains: “It puts the sound and the music all around the listener and close up 

to him. It tears down the psychological and auditive curtain that separates him 

from the players when positioned far off on a pedestal.”48 A similar process is at 

work in his Persephassa (1969), in which six percussionists, seated in a hexagonal 

formation, surround the audience. The performers envelop their listeners within 

layers of superimposed rhythms that are passed around the hexagon at differ- 

ent speeds and in several directions. In his theoretical writing, Xenakis identified 

two possible versions of “stereophony.” The first was instigated when the sound 

arose from a fixed place: this form he called “static stereophony.” By contrast, the 

second form—“cinematic stereophony”—was born from what he describes as “an 

acoustic line with the help of movement, a sound which displaces itself in a line 

of loudspeakers. The notions of acoustic speed and acceleration are introduced 

here. All the geometric curves and all the surfaces can be transposed cinemati- 

cally with the help of the definition of the sound point.”49 Xanakis’s forays into 

surround sound were not alone. Rather than aurally envelop his listeners in his 

opera Le Grand Macabre (1974–1977), Ligeti asked his performers to join them, 

for instance: disguised as part of the audience, several members of the choir sat 

in the stalls until their time came to perform, a gesture that refreshed the “inflex- 

ible” customs of performance tradition. Kurtág stepped across the “mystic gulf” 

in a similar way by placing several harmonica players throughout the auditorium 

in his Quasi una Fantasia (1988).50 

On the other hand, a refreshed understanding of “SPACE” during the middle of 

the twentieth century enabled sounds from beyond the “special space” occupied 
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by the performers to be included as valid compositional material, an inclusion 

that opened up a two-way flow of creative influence rarely encountered before. 

There developed, alongside and in direct opposition to traditional concert prac- 

tice, a counterculture that ran through Satie to the radical aesthetic promoted 

by Cage and the small body of American experimental composers that collected 

around him to form the “New York School”—Morton Feldman, Earle Brown, 

Christian Wolff, David Tudor, and others—in the aftermath of World War II.51 

The School, heavily influenced by Fluxus (in particular its motto “Art Is Life, and 

Life Is Art”), launched a sustained attack on the traditional barriers between com- 

poser, performer, and listener in an attempt to rejuvenate the space in which they 

interacted.52 

While interest in performance space is nothing fundamentally new, as we 

have seen, for composers associated with both the New York School and the 

Fluxus aesthetic, context became one of the most important factors. The first 

step towards a refreshed music/space interaction was the creation of works that 

avoided fixed and determined sequences of sounds, leaving instead many deci- 

sions to the performer: Morton Feldman’s four Intersections (1951–1953), for 

example, and Terry Riley’s In C (1964) give creative command to the performer, 

ensuring a different interpretation at every recital.53 Cage’s principle of “indeter- 

minacy,” however, not only removed music further from the composer’s control, 

but also loosened that of the performer: decisions were no longer in the hands 

of the musician, but were the result of chance—of a flipped coin or a thrown yar- 

row stick.54 Nonmusical processes could include social, biological, and gamelike 

rules, or be produced by structure generators as in his live Imaginary Landscape 

#4 (1951) for twelve radios. Music, Cage proposed, is not something a musician 

produces, but rather something a listener perceives: as we saw in chapter 1, any 

sounds can be music, provided that they are heard as such, an aesthetic famously 

illustrated in 4’33” (1952), where incidental, “environmental sounds” from the 

performance space become part of the experience.55 In 1964, one critic described 

Cage’s Variations IV (1963), “for any number of players, any sounds produced 

by any means with or without other activities” for an “indeterminate duration,” 

as “the kitchen-sink sonata, the everything piece, the minestrone masterpiece 

of modern music.”56 Whereas works such as Satie’s Furniture Music (musique 

d’ameublement) from earlier in the century were intended to blend with the envi- 

ronmental sounds of their performance spaces, Cage considered his music to 

be those noises themselves.57 Part of the composition, audiences were given an 

indeterminate space in which to find or negotiate their own concept of music. 

Once placed in the hands of the audience, music became disengaged from the rit- 

ualistic, segregated performance procedures identified by Small, creating instead 

a new set of relations that was to prove a fundamental stepping stone towards 

the rise of video art-music (the influence of Cage can be traced, for instance, in 

the work of Paik, who produced a 29-minute Tribute to John Cage in 1973, which 

he re-edited in 1976). 
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But this expanded notion of instrumental performance was not simply concep- 

tual: during the 1950s, ten years before the rise of video, it became also physical. 

Stockhausen, one of the first to explore the implications of spatialised sound, cre- 

ated several works that could not easily be performed from a traditional prosce- 

nium stage. In Gruppen (1955–1957), a piece of “controlled pandemonium” (Alex 

Ross) for three orchestras each with a separate conductor, the composer sends a 

brass chord around each ensemble to create a moving wall of sound.58 As we saw 

in chapter 1, the total serialism of Gesang der Jünglinge (1955–1956) took this 

physical awareness a step further. Composed for a boy’s voice and electronically 

generated tones, the piece was the first electronic composition to serialise the 

distribution of music in space: the sounds were projected via five channels located 

around the performance space (at the time, a five-track playback machine did not 

exist, so the fifth channel was presented from a loudspeaker on the stage).59
 

A more recent example of spatial composition is Virtual Abbey by John Hobbs 

and David Hykes (1995), a work that articulates the core principles of sound art 

laid out in the previous chapter through “the activation of the existing relation 

between sound and space” (Brandon LaBelle).60 Virtual Abbey was performed in two 

places simultaneously. The sounds of Hykes singing with the Harmonic Choir in the 

Kitchen, New York City, were digitally encoded and transmitted via ISDN telephone 

lines to a French audience situated in Le Thoronet Abbey in Provence. Relayed live, 

the voices of the Harmonic Choir became instantly awash with the resonant acous- 

tics of the abbey. The reverberant version was then sent back to New York. Here, 

sound was liberated from its space by a process of acoustic transportation. 

As we have seen, composers often write for the acoustics of a certain type of 

space, whether it be a cathedral or a concert hall. But moving outside the traditional 

hall with its frontal orientation and fixed seating could encourage an audience to 

move and respond physically to sound in order to give a performance a fluid and 

acoustically diverse resonance. Although there are instances of music being writ- 

ten for and performed outside church or concert hall, such as Handel’s Water Music 

(1717: first performed on a barge floating down the River Thames), most works, as 

Blesser and Salter point out above, are conceived for the traditional performance 

layout. But in a 1958 lecture entitled “Music in Space,” Stockhausen imagined a 

new type of concert hall that would be “suited to the requirements of spatial music. 

...a spherical chamber, fitted all around with loudspeakers…a platform, transpar- 

ent to both light and sound, would be hung for the listeners. They could hear music 

coming from above, from below and from all directions.”61 The Philips Pavilion, 

designed for the Expo ’58 in Brussels, is an excellent example of a concert hall cre- 

ated with the principle “relation, instead of mass” in mind (fig. 3.2). The structure, 

conceived by Le Corbusier according to a design by Xenakis, explored the possi- 

bility of “cinematic stereophony.” Le Corbusier was one of the first to strive for a 

sonic architectural model, speaking of “an acoustic intervention in the domain of 

forms. . . . One starts with the acoustics of the landscape, taking into account the 

four horizons. . . . One then creates forms to respond to these horizons, to greet 
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Figure 3.2  Le Corbusier, Philips Pavilion, Brussels (1958). 

 
 

them.”62 Louis Kalff, artistic director of Philips, asked Le Corbusier to create “not 

a hall, but a platter on which to serve the products of contemporary technology 

to an international audience.”63 In response, the architect imagined a multimedia 

collage designed specifically for the space, a Poème électronique that, beginning with 

the “acoustics of the landscape,” would form a synthesis of music and architecture: 

“I will not make you a pavilion façade but an electronic poem which will be enclosed 

inside a ‘bottle’,” he wrote.64 The asymmetric Pavilion was formed from nine con- 

crete hyperbolic paraboloids to resemble a “stomach.” As visitors were led through 

its intestinal contours they received a barrage of multimedia: heard first was 

Xenakis’s interlude Concrèt PH (created from the sound of burning charcoal and 

spread over around three hundred speakers); further inside, they became envel- 

oped by an electronic piece by Varèse, which was also distributed amongst multi 

speakers. Like environmental theatre where “the space is organically defined by 

the action,” (Schechner) Varèse’s sounds were synthesised with a film projection 

of a sequence of photographs, ambient lighting, and a female mannequin and a 

cuboid Objet mathematique that hung from the ceiling (see video ).65 Of the 

final space Xenakis wrote: “I believe that on this occasion music and architecture 

found an intimate connection.”66 
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Stockhausen received the opportunity to realise his own ideas several years later 

when the West German government invited him to work on a multimedia project 

that would be presented at the 1970 World Fair in Osaka. Working with German 

architect Fritz Bornemann, the composer conceptualised a spherical concert hall 

with a raised platform for listeners in the centre. Around the space, fifty loudspeak- 

ers were grouped into seven rings that surrounded the listener’s platform (three of 

the circles were underneath the platform). Preexisting music by Bach, Beethoven, 

and others could be sent around the speakers either via a system that used a spher- 

ical sensor, or via Stockhausen’s self-designed ten-channel rotation mill. However, 

with the help of around twenty performers, Stockhausen also provided live 

five-and-a-half-hour programs of his own music throughout the exhibition every 

day, reaching almost a million listeners by the end of the 183-day duration.67 

Both the Phillips Pavilion and Stockhausen’s project recall Giedion’s promotion 

of architectural form, whose “character changes with the point from which it is 

viewed.” Such spatial concert installation calls for listeners to become active, phys- 

ical participants able to experience multiple sonic viewpoints, or what Schechner 

calls “multi-focus”: 

 
A performance using multi-focus will not reach every spectator in the 

same way. Reactions may be affectively incompatible with one another 

because one spectator will put events together in a different way than 

the man sitting next to him. In multi-focus, the director’s role of present- 

ing coherence is largely turned over to the audience. The performers and 

technicians control the sensory input (and one works painstakingly on 

this), but the mix of elements is left to the audience.68 

 
Music performance, then, always requires a spatial interaction between player and 

listener. But as the twentieth century progressed, composers began to rearticu- 

late the space—or “mystic gulf”—that traditionally lay between the producers 

and consumers of music in the opera house and concert hall. Listeners have been 

surrounded by performers, invited to contribute to the composition, and asked to 

travel through a sonic environment in order to construct their own “coherence”. 

As a result, the traditional concert space with its “one-way flow of communica- 

tion” has been rearticulated from within, or re-imagined entirely. In each case, 

music has flowed across the standard bifurcated space of the concert venue to 

encourage listeners into a more active mode of engagement. 

 
 

The Sanctity of the Art Space 

As music moved into the space of the listener, similar spatial shifts began to occur 

in art exhibition and it is possible to chart for the art gallery an almost simulta- 

neous transition from physically neutral space to interactive environment. Like 
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the bifurcated spaces of the music venue, a dialectical tension has been opera- 

tional between the social and physical spaces for viewing art from the outset, a 

tension that Helen Searing has described as “architecture’s dual nature as func- 

tional craft and expressive art.”69 Sacred art first resided in the church, where it 

enjoyed a social, narrative function, operating as part of everyday life in a way 

akin to Bach’s cantatas. The public art institute as we know it today only emerged 

during the late eighteenth century as an alternative to the private collection or 

religious display (David Carrier argues that the modern institute was born in 1793 

when the Louvre in Paris, a royal residence dating from 1190, opened its doors as 

a public Musée).70 Histories of purpose-built public gallery design often begin in 

the early 1800s with the visions of Jean-Nicolas-Louis Durand, a French teacher 

and architect who proposed a design modelled on Rationalist Enlightenment sen- 

sibilities, a style based on geometric forms such as the cube separated into four 

wings, which meet to form a central, domed rotunda. Durand’s prototype included 

long, vaulted colonnades that promoted easy circulation and plenty of natural 

light, a classical model that played homage to the techniques identified by Searing 

as the dominant architectural styles from “ancient Greece, Imperial Rome, and 

Renaissance Italy.”71 Although agreeing that the style owes much to the neoclas- 

sical age in which the gallery first emerged, Ivo Maroević contends that this style 

was a suitable one as it “suggested eternity and exaltation, a temple of the spirit.”72 

Although subsequent architects lent an individual voice to the design, Durand’s 

ideas can be traced through John Soane’s Dulwich Picture Gallery, London 

(1811–1814), Karl Schinkel’s Altes Museum in Berlin (1823–1830), and Leo von 

Klenze’s Glypothek (Sculpture Gallery) in Munich (1816–1830), whose galleries, 

arranged around a courtyard, mix Greek temple fronts with Renaissance niches 

and Roman vaulting forms.73 Although the architectural style diversified during 

the second half of the nineteenth century, the basic concepts were retained, as 

Maroević reminds us: “historicism and Neo-Renaissance dominated the Dresden 

Art Gallery designed by Gottfried Semper, the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam was 

built in the Neo-Gothic style, and the Bavarian National Museum in Munich in a 

combination of Neo-Romanesque and Neo-Gothic styles.”74
 

The early public gallery interior matched the grandeur of the exterior edi- 

fice. Elegant staircases and common areas resembled the layout of the Baroque 

mansion, a fluid space that promoted unencumbered contemplation of the art 

displayed. Prevalent in the early spaces was the salon style of hanging artwork, 

where paintings are casually massed together, chattering with and bouncing off 

one another in a visual cacophony. The style is so named after the annual (and, 

later, bi-annual) public art exhibition held in the Salon Carré (Square Room) at the 

Louvre that began (or, rather, was revived) in 1737, a regular exhibition of con- 

temporary work (fig. 3.3). In order to display all the paintings in one room, works 

were hung from floor to ceiling, with the smallest at the bottom and the largest 

at the top, angled slightly towards the ground. The separation between each vir- 

tual world was reinforced by heavy frames, which defined the edges of paintings 
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Figure 3.3 E. Forest, Visitors in the Salon Carré Admire the Entries for the Salon of 

1843  (1843). 
 

in order to enhance both their self-containment and their isolation from one 

another. Still the preferred method of exhibition at the Dulwich Picture Gallery, 

the multiple frames of the salon hang prevent the paintings from interacting with 

the space around it. (Enjoying something of a resurgence, this style of hanging was 

favoured by the 2011 Summer Exhibition at the Royal Academy of Arts, London. 

But although work was hung from dado rail to picture rail in traditional salon 

style, many works were presented without a frame, creating a confusion of picto- 

rial interiors that jostled against one another). The practice of viewing art in this 

way is remarkably similar to the behaviour of the eighteenth-century opera audi- 

ence identified by Johnson above. Thomas Crow recognises the Salon as marking 

a pivotal point in the social structure of French cultural history, as it provided an 

immensely popular arena in which “ceaseless waves” of spectators from all classes 

could consume and comment on artwork together. Opinion was recorded in pam- 

phlets, initiating a feedback forum that was, suggests Crow, partly responsible 

for a shift in the subject matter and representation favoured by artists. Like early 

concert and opera theatres, these galleries, with their neoclassical architecture 

and palatial interiors, were noisy, communal places where the layers of society 

were clearly visible and opinions were eagerly expressed and debated. 

By contrast, the modern art gallery space has been configured in much the 

same way as Small’s concert hall—as unintrusive as possible, windows are often 

boarded to keep light and noise from the outside world at bay; artworks are 
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separated from one another by an expanse of white wall; and visitors are required 

to keep noise to a minimum. To put this another way, the viewing of art followed 

a similar trajectory to that of music listening, moving from social event to more 

interiorised behaviour. 

Concentrating on American art museums at the turn of twentieth century, 

Searing points out that although the spaces demonstrated a great diversity of 

architectural style, they were nevertheless “recognizable chiefly by their blank 

walls and skylights.”75 The strategies undertaken by architects and curators to 

keep the empty and unobtrusive gallery environment separate from the world 

outside have occupied many art theorists. In 1976, for instance, Brian O’Doherty 

contended that the gallery had acquired “a limbo-like status,” an “eternity of dis- 

play” that parallels that of the works exhibited.76 Describing the traditional gal- 

lery space as a “white cube,” he claimed that “[a] gallery is constructed along laws 

as rigorous as those for building a medieval church”: 

 

Some of the sanctity of the church, the formality of the courtroom, the 

mystique of the experimental laboratory joins with the chic design to 

produce a unique chamber of esthetics. So powerful are the perceptual 

fields of force within this chamber that, once outside it, art can lapse into 

secular status.77
 

 

Thomas McEvilley has charted for the “white cube” a lineage of sanctified spaces 

that extends long beyond the Medieval church to include Egyptian tomb cham- 

bers, which also “held paintings and sculptures that were regarded as magically 

contiguous with eternity and thus able to provide access to it or contact with it.”78 

Using language similar to that of Small and Schafer above, McEvilley describes the 

modern gallery as a space “where access to higher metaphysical realms is made 

to seem available”: as a portal for the metaphysical, these spaces “must be shel- 

tered from the appearance of change and time. This specially segregated space is 

a kind of non-space, ultra-space, or ideal space where the surrounding matrix of 

space-time is symbolically annulled. ”79 Arguing along similar lines, Miwon Kwon 

describes the gallery in a way reminiscent of the reverential behaviour encouraged 

by the “inner world of the performance” (Small): “The seemingly benign architec- 

tural features of a gallery/museum. . . were deemed to be coded mechanisms that 

actively disassociate the space of art from the outer world, furthering the insti- 

tution’s idealist imperative of rendering itself and its hierarchization of values 

‘objective,’ ‘disinterested,’ and ‘true.’”80
 

 

 

Viewing Strategies 

Like Johnson, Jonathan Crary repositions historical interest from work to 

receiver, arguing against the core narrative of visuality in the nineteenth century 
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which suggests that with Manet, impressionism, and/or postimpressionism, “a 

new model of visual representation and perception emerges” as it presupposes an 

“observer who remains perpetually the same.”81 Crary contends that in order to 

understand these shifts in representational practice, it is necessary to take into 

account the “phenomenon of the observer.”82 Nevertheless, despite architectural 

and social differences between the nineteenth-century methods of displaying and 

consuming art and more recent customs, the viewing strategies encouraged in 

these “ideal spaces” has remained remarkably consistent. In his work on British 

art galleries, for instance, Christopher Whitehead notes that the “display meth- 

ods intended to allow the art work to become the predominant visual feature of 

an interior” that emerged in the 1850s “anticipated the modernist ‘aesthetic’ or 

‘contemplative’ mode in art display.”83 He identifies two possible forms of com- 

munication promoted by the gallery interior: the first, a passive, or “functionalist” 

approach, in which the architecture simply facilitates the viewing of art which 

is allowed to speak for itself; the second, an active mode in which a continuity 

between architectural space and artwork is mobilised, a continuity that promotes 

a historicised architectural  frame.84
 

The second approach is easy to identify. During the mid-nineteenth century, 

the idea that the gallery should replicate the environment in which the painting 

had been created or had originally resided prevailed: according to this belief, 

the lighting of Italian religious paintings should evoke that of a Catholic church 

in order to create an accurate historical harmony. This sensibility is still evi- 

dent: in the brief for the new Sainsbury Wing at London’s National Gallery, 

which opened in 1991, for instance, the staff recommended an interior that 

“might be church or basilica like”: a “sense of formality and balance appropriate 

to paintings of the early Renaissance is needed. The character of the Galleries 

should not dominate the paintings. . . . The layout should provide a degree of 

ceremony appropriate to the profound experience of looking at paintings.”85 

But it is also possible, as we shall see below, to argue that the modern gallery 

space represents an extension of contemporary art practice in the same way. As 

a result of innovations in lighting and other practical issues, some of the struc- 

tural constraints that informed Durand’s designs have been loosened, enabling 

a series of highly individual art spaces to appear. Many reflect the changing 

nature of the modern art which they house. With the Centre Pompidou in Paris 

(Richard Rogers and Renzo Piano 1977) and the Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao 

(Frank Gehry 1997), the emphasis in the architecture-art dialogue identified by 

Searing begins to shift towards a self-consciousness that was not always well 

received: Gehry’s building, for instance, was accused of interfering with the 

viewing of art and even for representing “the annihilation of the museum as we 

know it.”86 The timber frame and large windows of the Lewis Glucksman Gallery 

(Sheila O’Donnell and John Tuomey 2004) in Cork, Ireland, on the other hand, 

renders the inside space invisible by merging it with the wooded parkland area 

beyond. 
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While a continuity of work and place can be found, however, Whitehead’s first 

mode of communication is more complicated. At first, it seems straightforward 

to identify the passive, “functionalist” approach to gallery design. In their study 

of the ways in which we consume visual art, Mihály Csíkszentmihályi and Rick 

Emery Robinson questioned a selection of museum professionals about their cura- 

torial style: the answers are reminiscent of Wagner’s architectural ideology. When 

asked about the benefits of a clean blank “aesthetic environment” for displaying 

art, for instance, the authors summarised that “most respondents felt that such 

an environment focused attention on the work itself and limited the competing 

information that a more ornate setting might contain.”87 When invited to con- 

sider what helps to reduce the space-time matrix that surrounds the viewing of 

art, respondents mentioned the need for good lighting and seating, as well as the 

effective management of overcrowding and noise: the gallery workers “insisted 

on the importance of eliminating distractions, thereby helping the viewer to see 

something and benefit from it. Taken together, these suggestions relate to one 

of the basic conditions of the aesthetic experience: the focusing of attention.”88 

One museum worker questioned by Csíkszentmihályi and Robinson articulated 

the “focusing of attention” in the modern gallery in a way that contrasts sharply 

with the noisy, social experience of early salon-style exhibitions: “viewing art is 

‘almost something you have to do privately’ or perhaps ‘with a friend or with the 

artist there’. Anything more only detracts from the integrity and intensity of the 

aesthetic experience.”89 Like Wagner’s raked seating that draws attention to the 

stage, and the “mystic gulf” that separates audience from the “unapproachable 

world of dreams,” the gallery visitor remains silent, at once physically separated 

from the artwork yet drawn into its pictorial plane. 

Attracted by the concept of timelessness, art critics frequently discuss the 

works displayed in a similar vein, suggesting that, before the twentieth century, 

the idea that art was concerned with space but not time prevailed in both theory 

and practice.90 Largely owing to the type of material available during the eigh- 

teenth and nineteenth centuries, artworks offered only a still segment of time, 

a single moment that distilled the “essence” of the subject: scenes were fixed in 

static, immobile and unchangeable snapshots. But while temporal stasis led to a 

preoccupation with composition, a desire to create the illusion of depth or move- 

ment within a painting as we saw in the previous chapter, artists were further 

constrained by the spatial confinement of the canvas. Conventional composition 

developed various techniques to make these limitations seem less problematic, 

even planned: creating an internal frame with convenient trees, for instance, in 

order to bring the eye into the picture and away from its edge (a method frequently 

found in the horizon paintings of Courbet, Friedrich, and Whistler); or focusing on 

something within the scene to draw attention away from any suggestion of time, 

depth, or space beyond, as if the composition were purposefully self-contained.91 

Such use of perspective suggests only one possible viewing position for an audi- 

ence, an optimum position that promotes a feeling of individualism, as Giedion 
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explains: “[e]very element in a perspective representation is related to the unique 

point of view of the individual spectator.”92 Like the listening strategies promoted 

by the bifurcated concert hall, gallery visitors are negotiated into an ideal view- 

ing position from which they are able to feel fully absorbed into the virtual space 

of the painting. Just as the flow of information between musician and audience 

is seldom one-way, the art viewer cannot be considered an inactive recipient, 

although they must remain physically separated from the work. 

But if we recall Kantor’s observation above, that space can never be a “passive 

receptacle,” it becomes necessary to re-evaluate the physical gap between viewer 

and artwork. To do this, we must first acknowledge that the gallery walls can 

never be completely “objective,” or “disinterested.” As his argument progresses, 

O’Doherty recognises the impossibility of a non-texted art environment, remark- 

ing that it is always an intertextual space defined by commerce, aesthetics, the 

artists, and their audiences: “The white wall’s apparent neutrality is an illusion. It 

stands for a community with common ideas and assumptions.”93 As we shall see 

below, there have been many successful attempts to deconstruct the illusionary 

neutrality of the white cube by encouraging the artworks to engage with the walls 

on which they were hung. The abstract nature of Howard Hodgkin’s work, which 

frequently escapes from the canvas and reaches out across the frame towards the 

wall, has created particular curatorial debate. Commenting on a touring exhibi- 

tion of the artist’s small paintings in 1990, Richard Calvocoressi, Director of the 

Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, explained that the works did not hang 

obviously together: his response, in the 2002 exhibition of Hodgkin’s large works, 

was to give each painting its own, darkly painted wall in order to create a space 

that was “more amorphous, less immediately defined.”94 Returning to Blesser’s 

contention that musical composition has been restricted by the performance 

spaces available, a constraint that encourages composers to “assume a fixed aural 

architecture,” it is possible to identify a similar tendency at play here. Although 

trying to emerge from the confines of frame, Hodgkin’s works were nevertheless 

situated on blank walls, “less immediately defined,” but still existing in an “eter- 

nity of display” that hinders “the two-way relationship” between music, art, and 

their spaces (Blesser). 

However, a travelling retrospective of Hodgkin’s work four years later at the 

Irish Museum of Modern Art, Kilmainham, Dublin (February to May 2006) and 

Tate Britain, London (June to September), demonstrates a reconceptualisation of 

the traditional exhibition wall akin to the expansions from the stage by Xenakis 

and Ligeti. Curators Nicholas Serota and Enrique Juncosa worked with the art- 

ist to produce a more architecturally holistic approach to display; spread through 

several rooms, the paintings were placed on walls whose colours modulated from 

dull grey to luminous green, uneven white to dreary beige, before coming finally 

to rest in a room vibrating with distressed and streaky gold. The reviews were 

mixed: putting him in mind of a “gallery makeover,” Adrian Searle’s review of the 

exhibition in The Guardian concludes that “[t]he effect all this has on Hodgkin’s 
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paintings is disturbing. His Bloomsbury studio is top-lit and white-walled, the 

distractions kept to a minimum. Why add all this extra-textured atmosphere? It 

doesn’t help the paintings.”95 Others disagreed. Andrew Graham-Dixon’s reaction 

in the Sunday Telegraph, for instance, was completely different: the coloured walls, 

he writes; 

 
make the whole display feel as though it is not set in an art gallery at all, 

but in some imaginary Renaissance or Baroque palace. The effect is bril- 

liant, giving the satisfying arc of a trajectory to the whole of the artist’s 

life in paint—making it into a single book, so to speak, albeit one with 

different chapters, and bringing out the inner coherence of Hodgkin’s 

pictures, which in the context come to seem almost like a single, unified 

decorative scheme.96 

 
While, for Searle, the holistic approach to hanging art hindered an easy apprecia- 

tion of the paintings, Graham-Dixon applauded the “unified decorative scheme” 

for allowing Hodgkin’s splattered edges to echo with the congruent-coloured 

walls. As the exhibition space became active, each painting struck up a dialogue 

with its neighbour: and as the viewer’s attention was refocused on the spaces 

between works, the gallery became an interactive, social space, rather than a pas- 

sive “white cube.” 

From Object to Process 

In the previous chapter, we noted that the containment of painting began to 

break apart in the twentieth century as visual artists attempted to encapsulate 

time—and musicalised time in particular—into their work. However, the inclu- 

sion of time was not only manifest within the frame: it also began to renegotiate 

the space between artwork and viewer. Modern art, for the “first time since the 

Renaissance,” explains Giedion, demonstrates a new and self-consciously enlarged 

“conception of space.”97 As the gallery interior came to favour unobtrusive pre- 

sentation in order to “focus” attention on the artwork, there can be found a cor- 

responding move to re-activate the exhibition space, a move that mirrored the 

incorporation of space as primary material by Ligeti, Xenakis, and others men- 

tioned above. And, just as in compositional history, the first attempts at spatial 

expansion came from within the confines of traditional environments. 

O’Doherty understands the history of artistic practice during the twentieth 

century as operating in direct response to the spaces in which it resides: “The his- 

tory of modernism is intimately framed by that space; or rather the history of 

modern art can be correlated with changes in that space and in the way we see 

it.”98 Once alert to it, O’Doherty’s spatial history is clear to see. Towards the end 

of the nineteenth century, some painters in Europe began to abandon established 
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conventions of realistic representation for a more abstract approach, placing 

emphasis on the creative process of painting rather than on the subject matter. 

Accompanying this attack on realism (expressed succinctly by Maurice Denis in 

his famous 1890 dictum that, before a picture is subject matter, it is a surface 

coloured with “lines and colours”) came a move towards the “literalisation” and 

“lateralisation” of the picture plane as both space and time became common artis- 

tic material.99
 

Although many artistic styles were involved in the move from realism, the pro- 

cess has been discussed most prominently with reference to Impressionist artists 

(initially a satirical term coined in 1874 by French art critic Louis Leroy) Monet, 

Pissarro, and Sisley in particular. These artists treated the canvas as an plane with 

length and breadth but not depth, a horizontal surface in which the subject mat- 

ter seemed “casually chosen” (O’Doherty): “The edge eclipsing the subject seems 

a somewhat haphazard decision that could just as well have been made a few 

feet left or right.”100 As the content of painting became increasingly shallow, the 

hermetic seal of the frame came under attack as composition and subject mat- 

ter began to overflow the edge, expanding laterally into the gallery space. Works 

such as Monet’s impressions of water lilies at his Giverny home, painted around 

the turn of the twentieth century, not only depict a new, flattened spatial repre- 

sentation; they also require a refreshed spatial relationship between work and 

audience. If the viewer approaches the painting for a closer look, the image begins 

to fragment, a dissolution that demands an ideal viewing position in order for 

the illusion successfully to operate (although a similar preoccupation with sur- 

face matter and temporality can be found in the later “flatness” of what Clement 

Greenberg called Jackson Pollock’s “American-Type” painting, their abstraction 

issued fewer orders to the viewer).101 At first, though, the formal innovations of 

the Impressionist painters did not influence curatorial habit and, however radical 

the artwork, the exhibition style remained very traditional. O’Doherty reminds 

us that the group of painters, having been rejected by the Salon, set up their own 

exhibition in Paris. But during this 1874 show (that prompted Leroy’s use of the 

term “impressionism”), the revolutionary works were contained within thick 

frames and conventionally hung: in fact, it wasn’t until 1960 that the frames were 

removed for the Monet exhibition at MoMA. 

Cubist artists worked in a more explicit way. Early examples of analytic cubism 

are infused with transparent geometric planes that emphasise the flatness of the 

canvas by unfolding the painted space into a linear, two-dimensional surface on 

which everything is visible at once. Such simultaneity was likened by Giedion to 

the understanding of space in modern physics, which is “conceived of as relative 

to a moving point of reference, not as the absolute and static entity of the baroque 

system of Newton.”102 The inclusion of time onto the canvas as a structuring prin- 

ciple added a fourth dimension to the work, breaking from Renaissance perspec- 

tive to offer a relative view of an object in which multiple angles are given the 

same visual weight. Although the process, visible in works such as Picasso’s Le 
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Guitariste (1910), is understood by Gene Youngblood as the transference of “exte- 

rior reality for interior reality,” it nevertheless took the eye from the middle of the 

picture and sent it back out to the space of the viewer.103
 

The simultaneism articulated by the Italian Futurists represents a different 

confusion of spatial and temporal dimensions yet again: rather than create a 

“lateralisation” by sending the painting out into the spectator’s arena, Umberto 

Boccioni called for context to be brought into the represented space. In “The 

Technical Manifesto of Futurist Sculpture” (1912), the artist called for the simul- 

taneity of the movement and speed existing between an object and its surround- 

ings, a process that directed his pencil drawing of a sculpture, Table + Bottle + Block 

of Houses (1912) in which objects and environment interpenetrate: “LET’S SPLIT 

OPEN OUR FIGURES AND PLACE THE ENVIRONMENT WITHIN THEM.”104
 

Such an “interpenetration of the planes” (Boccioni) brought the surrounding space 

into the picture, in order to better dissolve the distinction between work and life: 

“henceforth the spectator will be placed in the heart of the picture.”105 The result, 

writes David Ohana, is: 

 
a synthesis of what a man remembers and what a man sees—a com- 

munication of all unseen but existing elements like feelings, smells, and 

noises, and a simultaneity of movement, space and time. The aim of the 

futurists was the immersion of the viewer in a total experience.106
 

 
The moment a dimension beyond the frame is entered, or suggested, the gallery 

space is powerfully activated, becoming more than a functional “white cube” or a 

neutral display case. Placing the environment within the picture activated the gal- 

lery space in a different way by emphasising the process of viewing. The immersion 

identified by Ohana, however, was not always a pleasant experience. Focusing on 

the interaction between work and viewer, Futurist manifestos encouraged painters 

to antagonise their audiences in order to wrench them from their polite viewing 

habits: writing on the “Pleasure of Being Booed,” Marinetti asked that performers 

infuriate their audiences, suggesting various tricks such as the double-booking 

of exhibition or performance venues and covering seats with glue.107 Artists, 

urged the Futurist manifestos, must “go out into the street, launch assaults from 

theatres and introduce the fisticuff into the artistic battle.”108 Such sabotage ran 

along lines similar to the later gestures unleashed by Cage and Xenakis in their 

attacks on the conventional way of listening to live music. 

Just as musical practices during the early twentieth century acquired a growing 

sense of spatial freedom as composers and musicians began to remove the single 

focus prevalent in traditional theatre and music performance, Monet, Picasso, and 

Boccioni began to break from the confines of the frame and the two-dimensionality 

of the canvas in various different ways. But while early Impressionist and Cubist 

techniques explicitly displayed their two-dimensionality, several artists extended 

their work into the space directly in front of the painting. At first, this process 
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was relatively subtle. In 1912, Picasso (in his move towards synthetic cubism) 

stuck a piece of oilcloth printed with chair caning on a canvas (Still Life With Chair 

Caning), an action that allowed the diegetic consciousness to slide out of its frame 

into the space beyond: by the ’50s, Rauschenberg was combining found objects, 

such as a chair, with his painted surfaces (Pilgrim, 1960), additions that moved the 

work physically into the spectator’s space in order to blur the boundaries between 

painting and context even further. 

As the twentieth century progressed, the architectural configuration of dis- 

playing art began to take centre stage with the emergence of installation art: what 

the work looked like and what it meant became dependent to a large extent on 

the configuration of the space in which it is realised. A landmark statement was 

made by Duchamp in 1938 when he hung twelve hundred (empty) coal sacks from 

the ceiling of the Galerie Beaux-Arts, as part of the International Exhibition of 

Surrealism. O’Doherty describes Duchamp’s inversion of expectation as a gesture 

“unobtrusive physically but totally obtrusive psychologically.”109 Several years 

later, during the surrealist exhibition in New York (1942), the artist moved into 

the physically intrusive with his Mile of String, a length of rope positioned with 

the primary intention of impeding viewing. Experiencing this work was not pos- 

sible without clear awareness of the exhibition environment. 

By the 1960s, and coinciding with the availability of video, gestures that drew 

the environment into their physical and aesthetic core appeared with increasing 

frequency. These pieces began to take context as their primary material, mirror- 

ing the concurrent expansion of musical material of Cage, Stockhausen, and the 

sound- and noise-music artists discussed in the previous chapter. Sitespecific, 

such work was reactive to its location and thus “exposed this space as a mate- 

rial entity” (James Meyer).110 Hans Haacke’s Condensation Cube (1963–65), for 

instance, was physically responsive to its environment: water, enclosed in a 

Perspex cube, underwent a process of evaporation and condensation in response 

to the changing light and heat in the gallery; in so doing, the relationship between 

art and space became entirely codependent. Before he became involved with video 

work, conceptual artist William Anastasi demonstrated the changing function of 

the gallery in an exhibition at the Dwan Gallery, New York City (1965). Having 

photographed the walls of the empty gallery, he then silk-screened the images on 

to a canvas slightly smaller than the walls themselves, before hanging the work 

back in its own photographed area: a demonstration of the gallery’s transforma- 

tion from uninflected space to artistic subject, from context to content. A sim- 

ilar emphasis, this time on external space, was enacted by Richard Hamilton in 

The Solomon R. Guggenheim (1965–1966). Based on the recently completed design 

for the building by Frank Lloyd Wright, the piece consisted of six fibreglass cop- 

ies of the building, each finished in different colours. When exhibited, the phys- 

ical places of art consumption were thrown into relief, an action understood by 

Kynaston McShine as one that will “divorce us from that institution and its con- 

tent and reduce it to a decorative object.”111
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The process of converting architectural space into a “decorative object” under- 

pinned another conceptual event that took place four years later. In Wrapped 

Museum of Contemporary Art, and Wrapped Floor and Stairway, Chicago, 1968–69, 

Christo and Jeanne-Claude enveloped the gallery in 10,000 square feet (930 

square meters) of heavy tarpaulin, tied up with 4,000 feet (1,219 meters) of 

manila rope: inside, the lower gallery was buried beneath 2,800 square feet (260 

square meters) of cloth, secured with ropes, to form Wrapped Floor and Stairway 

(fig. 3.4).112 Subverting the traditional gallery function, they managed to contain 

the container, turning the objectifying cube into the object of interest, a demon- 

stration that suggested that gallery space is not art, in the traditional sense, but 

has an “artlike” quality, a meta-life around and about art.113 Dennis Oppenheim 

demonstrated a similar anti-art action in 1969 in his Gallery Transplant: here, the 

artist used the imprint of the gallery as his primary material by tracing the floor 

plan of gallery 4 from the then-named Andrew Dickson White Museum of Art 

(Cornell University) in the snow near Ithaca, New York. The result was a silent, 

dematerialised objectification of the sanctified museum space and a refusal to 

produce a collectible artefact. 

But whether or not the artwork took specific gallery architecture as its primary 

material, installation art used space as a compositional medium that could inform 

form and structure in a way similar to the spatial strategies of Stockhausen. The 

result required viewing behaviour very different to that identified by Whitehead 

in the nineteenth-century British art gallery, in which “display methods intended 

to allow the art work to become the predominant visual feature of an interior.” 

As mentioned, because many video artist-composers came not from filmmaking, 

 
 

 

Figure 3.4 Cristo and Jeanne-Claude, Wrapped Museum of Contemporary Art, 
Chicago, 1968–69. Photo Harry Shunk. © Cristo, 1969. 
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but from the art world, video has been closely aligned with, and even identified as 

a strand of, installation art. Erika Suderburg defines installation art in terms of 

spatial activation: 

 
Installation is the noun form of the verb to install, the functional move- 

ment of placing the work of art in the “neutral” void of the gallery or 

museum. Unlike earthworks, it initially focused on institutional art 

spaces and public spaces that could be altered through “installation” as 

an action. “To install” is a process that must take place each time an exhi- 

bition is mounted; “installation” is the art form that takes note of the 

perimeters of that space and reconfigures it.114 

 
The idea of spatial reconfiguration and impermanence distinguishes installation 

from other types of art that are transported, already completed, into the exhibi- 

tion space. Rather, installation works often occupy, and therefore activate, the 

entire “neutral void” of the gallery space. Such expansion requires a rethink of 

traditional gallery organisation, in which artworks, sometimes by many differ- 

ent authors, are separated from one another by frames or, at least, by wall space. 

Defined by its physical properties, installation art is, as Adam Gopnik points out, 

“unified more by a common ideology than by a common set of forms—unified 

more by what it is trying to accomplish than by the way it looks.”115 Beneath the 

umbrella heading, in other words, are styles too numerous and eclectic to consti- 

tute a “movement.” In support of Gopnik’s comment is the difference between 

two of the earliest examples of installation art, in the historically precise sense 

of the term: Yves Klein’s Le Vide (“The Void,” Galerie Iris Clert, Paris 1958), was 

simply a whitewashed, empty gallery space, an absence of content intended to 

evoke “an ecstatic and immediately communicable emotion” (Le Vide Invitation, 

1958); two years later, Arman (Armand Pierre Fernandez), responded to Klein’s 

statement with Le Plein (“The Full-Up”), in which the same space was crammed so 

full of found objects, that visitors were forced to view the room from the outside 

window.116 

As with the nomenclature of many schools and concepts, the term “installation 

art” emerged years after the first works to which it is now attached. Instead, dur- 

ing its early evolution, installation works came under many headings. In 1958, for 

instance—a time when “installation” referred simply to the way in which an exhi- 

bition was hung—Allan Kaprow coined the term “Environment” to describe his 

room-sized multimedia explorations, a designation intended to separate his work 

from the discrete sculptural object. For a long while, “environment” and “instal- 

lation” were used interchangeably and, when “Installation” appeared for the first 

time in The Art Index (in its twenty-seventh volume, November 1978–79), there 

was no description but merely a reroute to the section entitled “Environment”: in 

fact, it was not until fifteen years later (volume 42, October 1993–94) that a list of 

articles appeared under “Installation.” Before the terminological   transformation 
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from “Environment” to “Installation”, nuanced designations such as “assemblage,” 

“project art,” “site-specific art,” and “temporary art” emerged as complementary 

ways of articulating a physical and temporal space.117 Although subtle differences 

were implied by each term, the defining feature of each was the spatial, locational, 

and/or contextual element of the work. 

Latent in installation, site-specific and temporary art’s combination of dis- 

parate disciplines and methods of display was a changing attitude towards the 

viewer. The recognition that a change in conception was afoot was clearly articu- 

lated in 1969 by Jennifer Licht, curator of Spaces, the first exhibition of installa- 

tion art to be held at MoMA: 

 
[Space] is now being considered as an active ingredient, not simply to be 

represented but to be shaped and characterized by the artist, and capa- 

ble of involving and merging the viewer and art in a situation of greater 

scope and scale. In effect, one now enters the interior space of the work 

of art . . . and is presented with a set of conditions rather than a finite 

object. Working within the almost unlimited potential of these enlarged, 

more spatially complex circumstances, the artist is now free to influence 

and determine, even govern, the sensations of the viewer. The human 

presence and perception of the spatial context have become materials 

of art.118
 

 
In her announcement, Licht indicates the institutional recognition of a physically 

and conceptually expanded art form that listed amongst its tangible ingredients 

situation and reception. This latter consideration was to have a profound effect on 

art and its exhibition. In her historical analysis of installation art, Claire Bishop 

identifies in the genre three main features. One is the inclusion of found objects 

and materials that, like expanded sculpture, deconstruct the notion of the pre- 

cious and unique work of art, a technique employed in Arman’s Le Plein. Her other 

two points, however, refer to the implications of the spatial expansion of installa- 

tion works into the viewing area of the gallery, an extension that not only initiates 

a direct connection between art and observer, but also requires an “activation” of 

viewers who, confronted with assembled fragments, must mentally assemble and 

interpret the piece.119
 

Theorist Julie H. Reiss has seized on these last two points, going so far as to 

claim that the “essence of installation art is spectator participation . . . the viewer is 

required to complete the piece; the meaning evolves from the interaction between 

the two.”120 Like music, the philosophical changes in art aesthetic in the late 1960s 

prompted a fundamental shift in focus from the fixed object to the viewer. Kwon 

articulates this change in emphasis in terms of process: 

 
Going against the grain of institutional habits and desires, and contin- 

uing to resist the commodification of art in/for the marketplace, 
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site-specific art adopts strategies that are either aggressively antivi- 

sual—informational, textural, expositional, didactic—or immaterial 

altogether—gestures, events, or performances bracketed by temporal 

boundaries.121
 

 
Viewer completion was already a self-conscious component of paintings such 

as Rauschenberg’s all-black-and-white canvases and the minimal sculpture of 

Donald Judd, Jasper Johns, and Dan Flavin in the 1960s, which, much like Klein’s 

Le Vide, left a space for the viewer to fill. But the idea was ardently embraced by 

proponents of early installation works and environments such as Kaprow, who 

explored its possibilities in both his art pieces and theoretical texts. Over eleven 

years before MoMA’s Spaces exhibition, the architect of the Happening wrote that 

visitors to his show at the Hansa Gallery, New York, did not “come to look at 

things” but rather found themselves a dynamic part of the surrounding exhibit, 

the degree of their passivity or interaction determined, as in the performance 

of Cage’s work, by their “talents for ‘engagement’.”122 An experience rather than 

an artwork imbued with prior meaning, Kaprow’s environment moved attention 

away from the “finite object” and placed it instead on what Licht was later to refer 

to as “a set of conditions.” Required to “complete the piece,” the visitor was given 

an increased responsibility over the success or failure of his work, a responsi- 

bility that, with one gesture, reduced the autonomy of the artist-as-creator and 

increased the fragility and impermanence of the piece. “We ourselves are shapes,” 

explains Kaprow: 

 
We have differently colored clothing; can move, feel, speak, and observe 

others variously; and will constantly change the “meaning” of the work 

by so doing. There is, therefore, a never-ending play of changing condi- 

tions between the relatively fixed or “scored” parts of my work and the 

“unexpected” or undetermined parts. . . . [it is] possible to experience the 

whole exhibit differently at different times. These have been composed 

in such a way as to offset any desire to see them in the light of the tradi- 

tional, closed, clear forms of art as we have known them.123
 

 
The possibility of an exhibit that embraces and encourages an ever-morphing 

dialogue between its “scored” sections and the “undetermined” part performed 

by its visitors recalls the notion of music-as-performance, or Carolyn Abbate’s 

“drastic” experience of opera, whereby “music” is the result of a dialogue 

between work and its performance.124 As we have seen, visual art, unlike music, 

does not traditionally require realisation through performance: the principle of 

performativity introduced by early installation artists and the orchestrators of 

Happenings, then, initiated a shift between art-as-object and art-as-process, 

or what art historian Lucy Lippard calls the “the dematerialisation of the art 

object.”125
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RoseLee Goldberg suggests that live performance and theatricality became 

a tool that enabled artists to draw together more closely the interrelationship 

between gallery space and exhibit while devaluing the commodity value of art: 

like the Futurists, Goldberg explains that “performance was the surest means of 

disrupting a complacent public.”126 While the examples above brought the space 

of display into sharp relief, Vito Acconci’s work highlighted the refreshed role of 

the visitor that such spatial activation entailed, explaining that his work oper- 

ated “in a public rather than in front of a public.”127 In Service Area, first enacted in 

1970 at MoMA, the artist had his mail forwarded to the museum, explaining that 

he was treating the space “not as a display (exhibition) area but as a place that 

provides services: since I’ve been granted a space in the show, I should be able to 

use that space for my own purposes, make that space part of my normal life.”128 

Acconci’s desire to include the public in his work by making the gallery space part 

of “normal life” was a sentiment that lay at the heart of early video work: “As  

a medium that is economically accessible and requires minimal technical skills 

to master, video is ideally suited as a vehicle for the close integration of art and 

life,” explains Christine Tamblyn.129 In Proximity Piece (1970), Acconci moved art 

and life even closer together (fig. 3.5): the work involved “standing near a person 

and intruding on his/her personal space” during the exhibition, a transgression 

that ruptured the institution’s aura as a “rarefied-space/isolation box/home-for- 

museum-pieces.”130 

But while the examples above either drew attention to the gallery space or 

attempted to sabotage its traditions, other works ventured from its walls entirely, 

a move embraced by the first video artist-musicians discussed in the next chap- 

ter. Kurt Schwitters’s Merzbau (1923–43) is one of the earliest examples of the 

evolution from object to environment. Merzbau was a work of art situated in 

the artist’s house in Hannover, a collage which gradually evolved into a sculp- 

tural environment that extended through six or more rooms until Schwitters was 

forced to move the tenants from his upper rooms in order to continue. The work 

not only combined domesticity with artwork; it also suggested a less formal and 

more organic process of experiencing and collecting art (the house was destroyed 

in an air raid in 1943). 

Gathering pace towards the rise of video art-music, art that was created and 

situated outside the institutional framework of the museum began to flourish 

in the form of performance art, Happenings, land art, body art, and mail art. 

Happenings, actions, and performance art, for instance, could take place in any 

location, such as the courtyard of a derelict hotel in Greenwich Village (Kaprow: 

Courtyard, 1962), while events such as Charlotte Moorman’s avant-garde Festival 

appropriated a different New York City environment each year (from Central Park 

to the Staten Island Ferry). Land art, on the other hand, was often located beyond 

the city environment: Michael Heizer’s Double Negative (1969) was created in the 

Nevada desert; and Robert Smithson’s Spiral Jetty (1970) was created in Great 

Salt Lake, Utah. Although arising from a different aesthetic, the earthworks of 
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Figure 3.5 Vito Acconci, performance of Proximity Piece at the Jewish Museum, 

New York (1970). © Vito Acconci. 

 

 
 

Walter De Maria, Heizer, and Smithson in the late 1960s were also predicated on 

an avoidance of institutional validity, artefice, and commercialism. De Maria, for 

example, also the drummer for The Primitives (an early incarnation of The Velvet 

Underground) in the early 1960s, created land art spectacles that responded 

directly to environmental factors. The Lightning Field (1977) is an ongoing project 

that consists of four hundred steel poles set out in a large grid (one mile by one 

kilometre) in the desert of New Mexico. Although created with the intention of 
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attracting lightning, its occurrence is not necessary for the success of the work, 

and visitors are encouraged to spend the night in purpose-built accommodation 

in order that they should have as much time as possible to walk in, and experi- 

ence, the field. 

 
 

Expanded Cinema 

Many artists and composers strove to subvert the environments of art exhibition 

and music performance from within the establishment by including as creative 

material the “human presence” of the audience and the “perception of the spa- 

tial context.” As art became site-specific and context-driven and music began to 

reach physically into the audiences’ space, the role of performance assumed great 

importance. But as we have also seen, others decided to forge new performance 

and exhibition arenas in the form of specially designed pavilions or desert terrain. 

It is in both the refreshed spaces of gallery and concert hall, and the newly created 

or appropriated environments, that music and art began their collision. However, 

the communal, interactive environments forged by experimental filmmakers dur- 

ing the 1960s added an element of intermediality to the development. In the pre- 

vious chapters, the films of experimental artists were placed within an audiovisual 

lineage; if this trajectory is reframed spatially, it becomes clear how the journey 

towards intermediality necessitated drastic changes in performance and recep- 

tion styles. Youngblood, who produced the seminal text on expanded cinema as it 

was emerging in 1970, explained that the genre could not be defined in terms of 

its material qualities. The expansion, he suggests, cannot be located in “computer 

films, video phosphors, atomic light, or spherical projections,” but rather in “life’s 

process of becoming, man’s ongoing historical drive to manifest his consciousness 

outside of his mind, in front of his eyes.”131 Bruce Jenkins phrases Youngblood’s 

definition in a more sober way, describing expanded cinema in terms of the spa- 

tialisation it fostered: “These films activated the space of projection and by empty- 

ing the content of the image focused attention on the presentational rather than 

the  representational.”132
 

Interest on the “presentational” can be seen in the earliest examples of expanded 

cinema. The audiovisual environment created by Jordan Belson and Henry 

Jacobs for their Vortex concerts (1957 to 1959), for instance, was located at the 

California Academy of Science’s Morrison Planetarium in San Francisco. Making 

use of the planetarium’s multiprojection possibilities and the numerous speakers 

that surrounded the dome, Belson and Jacobs created an immersive multimedia 

environment in which visual work was combined with multichannelled sound 

that mixed Afro-Cuban and Balinese music with excerpts from Stockhausen and 

Berio. Belson explains that his visual feast included “strobes, star projectors, rota- 

tional sky projectors, kaleidoscope projectors, and four special dome-projectors 

for interference patterns. We were able to project images over the entire dome, so 
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that things would come pouring down from the center, sliding along the walls. At 

times the whole place would seem to reel.”133 

A similar desire to create audiovisual immersion was behind sculptor Milton 

Cohen’s Space Theatre (from 1957), a loft environment in Ann Arbor that the art- 

ist intended “to free film from its flat and frontal orientation and to present it 

within an ambience of total space.”134 Within the domelike “total space,” designed 

by architect Harold Borkin, film and slides were projected at a rotating mir- 

rored core to create a kaleidoscopic lightshow that entered into a dialogue with 

the amplified sound of the machinery and the electronic vocal and instrumental 

music, largely composed by Robert Ashley and Gordon Mumma. The mixture of 

tape music and live performance was passed between various speakers: the result, 

explains Cohen, was “one of sound in flight; sound seeking target.”135 

In 1963, Stan VanDerBeek created a large hemispheric dome from an old 

grain silo located at an artists’ colony in Stony Point, New York. Visitors lay on 

the floor of this “Movie Drome,” where they were subject to a “visual velocity” 

(VanDerBeek) that erupted from several projectors simultaneously Images from 

handmade slides, video collages and stop-motion animation were spread, with, 

corresponding sounds, across both hemispheric screen and audience (he later 

abandoned the project due to technical problems).136 Several years later, Aldo 

Tambellini constructed the Black Gate Electromedia Theatre in New York City, the 

space in which he staged his infamous Black Zero in 1965, one of the first “elec- 

tromedia” environments.137 This large-scale production included variations of tiny 

black shapes projected via hundreds of hand-painted films and slides onto a large 

balloon that increased in size until it exploded: the visual crescendo was accompa- 

nied by an aural one in the form of electronic-tape music, the words of poet Calvin 

C. Herton, and live, amplified cello. Of particular importance to the emergence 

of video art-music was HPSCHD (the computer abbreviation for harpsichord), a 

collaboration between Cage and intermedia-artist Ronald Nameth that has been 

described by Salter as “a prototypal and monumental event in the history of live 

image/sound performance.”138 The event, which took place at the University of 

Illinois in May, 1969, involved five hours of computer music, programmed by Cage 

with Lejaren Hiller, that was spread throughout the hall via a circle of over fifty 

loudspeakers. The compositions, stated Cage, could be used “in whole or in part, in 

any combination with or without interruptions, to make an indeterminate concert 

of any agreed-upon length.”139 Seven harpsichordists, sitting at amplified instru- 

ments in the middle of the hall, were instructed to play their own, individual solo, 

but could also choose to play any of the others. The sounds entered into a dialogue 

with a plethora of Nameth’s slides and films depicting “qualities of space”, which 

were projected simultaneously onto large screens.140 Iles describes the results as “a 

kind of communal dream space, or metaphor of expanded consciousness.”141 

Significantly, these artists and composers were not operating in isolation. 

Other examples of “communal dream space” include the expanded cinema 

actions of Peter Weibel and VALIE EXPORT; the moving light compositions 
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of Jackie Cassen and Rudi Stern; the filmstage performances of Carolee 

Schneeman, such as Night Crawlers (1967) in which live actors interacted with 

film projection (we’ll come back to this in chapter 5); the expanded cinema 

performances based on inflatable projection surfaces by Jeffrey Shaw and Theo 

Botschuijver, like Movie Movie (1967); and the intermedia performances of 

Jud Yalkut, such as Dream Reel (1969). Salter points out that simultaneous 

events, such as the Newport Jazz and Monterey Pop festivals, can be consid- 

ered as “equivalent mass culture centers for a similarly themed exploration of 

expanded consciousness through audiovisual means.”142 Events such as Andy 

Warhol’s Exploding Plastic Inevitable (1966), a combination of film, performance 

by the Velvet Underground, and live action, or the Grateful Dead’s multiscreen 

projection environments created by John Whitney Jr. and his brother Michael 

(1966–1967), operated in a similar way (see video ). 

If we return to Giedion’s call for an architecture that emphasised its “many- 

sideness,” a desire equally apparent in the Cubist search for simultaneity and the 

Futurists’ “interpenetration of the planes,” the “expanded consciousness” promoted 

by expanded cinema can be seen as a clear development of art experimentation 

from Monet to Kaprow. But by bringing music and sound into the mix, expanded 

cinema also linked in to a lineage of sonic expansion articulated in various ways 

from Xenakis to Cage. Although multi-authored, these multimedia spaces enabled 

sound and image to collide, bringing the spectator into the centre of the work and 

providing them with an interactive, creative, audiovisual role. 

 
 

The AudioVisual Space 

These multimedia spaces were of great importance to the audiovisual arenas of 

early video. But just as the audiovisuality of video can be traced back through 

centuries of creative practice, the increasing spatialisation of music and art that 

preceded the technology’s “integrating birth” (Spielmann) was a long process. The 

expansion of creative spaces experienced a quickened pace during the twentieth 

century, in which, to recall Moholy-Nagy, “The principle means of creation is the 

space itself.” At the same time as art began to break viewers from conventional 

viewing habits, murmurs of discontent were voiced in music circles concerning 

the ritualistic nature of performance. In the same way as art began to break free 

from its frame, the performance situation became an important component of 

music. The “relation” between elements became increasingly important, a refocus 

that enabled context to become content. As music attempted to break its spatial 

bonds and art its temporal ones, it was not long before the two converged: no 

longer contained within a frame or by the stage, art and music began to come 

together in a newly formed, audience-based performative space. 

As we shall see in the next chapter, this space became the hunting ground for 

audiovisual video artists, who surrounded their viewers with music and images 
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that transcended both the immobility of gallery exhibition and the segregation of 

performer/listener in the concert hall. Video’s ability to resculpt the gallery space 

in real time links it to the spatial expansions of both music and art and the mul- 

timedia spaces of expanded cinema. If we decentre the discussion of video from 

object to the environment in which video pieces reside, it is possible to trace for 

it an assortment of ancestries that enhance its intermedial qualities. On closer 

inspection, then, it is possible to revoice the assertion in my introduction to sug- 

gest that video art-music represents the culmination of both intermedial and spa- 

tial experimentation. In fact, the two histories are inextricably intertwined and 

although they are here presented in separate chapters, it must be remembered 

that neither expansion would have been as groundbreaking without the other. 

The material expansions of art and music outlined in the previous chapter can 

therefore be framed in terms of a parallel spatial expansion in both disciplines. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


